BEST THING EVER AWARD
WHAT IS IDSA?

The Interior Design Student Alliance is a student-run organization that seeks to educate students about professional organizations and help prepare them for their careers post-university. This includes peer mentorship, various workshops, discussing current topics in interior design, connecting students with design professionals and much more!
GENERAL MEETINGS

IDSA holds general meetings once a month. General meetings are the core of our organization and our primary mode of communication with our student body. Every general meeting is themed and hosts one or more professionals from the industry.

EVENTS

Our professional events include expert discussions, charettes, materials expo, and more. They take the best part of our general meetings and socials by connecting students and professionals in a positive learning environment.

WORKSHOPS

It is important to offer opportunities for our student members to grow their skills, both professionally and technically. IDSA provides workshop opportunities that span various trades and topics throughout each semester.

SOCIALS

Every semester our socials bring our student members closer together in a more casual format than our general meetings. This helps form bonds between students of different background or classifications and strengthens our interior design community.

CHAIR TALKS

IDSA holds a Chair Talk once a month. Chair talks are supplements educational topics for students. We bring in one professional to discuss an important topic in the interior design industry. A spin off of "Ted Talks".

WHAT WE OFFER
STUDENT ENGAGEMENT

PROJECT SPOTLIGHT
It is incredibly important for IDSA to showcase the accomplishments of our members. Project Spotlight is our way to integrate student projects into our general meetings to recognize their talent and hard work.

SCHOLARSHIPS
IDSA wants to support our student body by giving back and contributing to their education. This year, IDSA gave out a IIDA SHIFT Ticket, to enable our members to network and grow their skills through other professional organizations.
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Social Media has been a great way for our members to connect with us and find out more about all IDSA affairs.

**Find Out About Our…**
Merch | Chair Talks | Socials | Meetings | Events | Members | SHIFT 2022

**Our Handles**
- Instagram - @untidsa
- Facebook - IDSA at UNT
- Remind - @idsa2020
- Website - untidsa.com
BECOME A MEMBER
Create an account and pay your $10 dues to access the members’ page where you can find information about our events.

SHOP ALL IDSA MERCH
Browse through our merchandise and shop for all our shirts, sweatshirts, beanies, stickers and enamel pins.

FIND UPCOMING EVENTS
Stay updated on upcoming IDSA events on our events page. Sign up for text reminders to receive notifications about all IDSA affairs.

STAY CONNECTED
Contact us and help us improve on IDSA events through our surveys. Connect with your peers on our member’s page forum.

IDSA WEBSITE
untidsa.com
IDSA MEMBERS

MEMBERS’ PAGE

IDSA members have access to our ‘Member’s page’ on our website where they can log in and find scholarship and networking opportunities, meeting presentations, and contact information for our previous guest speakers.

ADVERTISING

IDSA gained over 70 members despite our events being virtual this year. We have made great strides in improving the attendance at our now virtual events by advertising via social media, word of mouth, text notifications and increasing communication through our website’s member forum.

A GROWING PROGRAM

UNT’s selective interior design program is gaining more students every year while accepting the same limited number. This is making our student body more talented, eager to learn and the reason for IDSA’s success.
IDSA’S BEST THING EVER

ABOUT THE EVENT
In March of 2022, IDSA hosted a Materials Expo where various sales representatives from our industry donated $25 to set up a table and educate our student body on their products. This event was held at one of the critique spaces in the UNT Art Building. This year we are bringing back the Expo with about 20 firms and 20 manufactures! This will be an all-day event were students get to swing by during classes.

Firms
• SJL Design Group
• Beyond Interior Design
• IA Interior Architects
• HOK
• UNT Systems
• Entos
• Corgan
• Stantec

Sales Reps
• Benjamin Moore
• National Solutions
• Herman Miller
• J+J Flooring
• Daltile
• Cambria
• LightArt

BENEFITS
This was incredibly beneficial to our members as it enabled them to network with professionals and learn about different sources of products for their projects. This event had the highest member turnout, and we received wonderful feedback from everyone involved.
IDSA strives to help out the local community and has partnered with the Denton ISD District to participate as a mentor and judge for the high school art show. After the art show, we invited the high schools to come and participate in an IDSA hosted Charette event! IDSA also volunteered to give a tour of our College of Visual Arts building to Mesquite High school, ending with a mini-Charrette. We intend to inform high schoolers about how interior design is a design process and is not decorating a space. This is something we find it important to emphasize and continue to work with others to ensure a correct understanding of our profession. We also set up a food drive were students donated cans in order to participate in an art heist mystery.
IDSA theme this year is Mid Century Modern! We strove to create an enticing sweatshirt and t-shirt that IDSA members would love!

Unlike previous years, IDSA merch items are now open to non-members to be more inclusive and increase brand recognition. This allowed several alumni to support the organization they were formerly a part of. As a direct result of this effort, IDSA generated $2,000 in sales.
SPEAKER SERIES
March 22\textsuperscript{ND}, 2022
7:00 PM – 9:00 PM

FRESHMEN HOMEWORK NIGHT
March 24\textsuperscript{TH}, 2022
7:00 PM – 8:00 PM

CHAIR TALK - SHERMAN WILLIAMS
April 7\textsuperscript{th}, 2022
6:00 PM – 7:00 PM

GENERAL MEETING - WELL
April 21\textsuperscript{ST}, 2022
6:00 PM – 7:00 PM

END OF THE YEAR SOCIAL - WINDDOWN YODA
April 28\textsuperscript{TH}, 2022
TBD
Thank You

We really appreciate your time and consideration.